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Abstract—Edge caching has received much attention as a
promising technique to overcome the stringent latency and data
hungry challenges in the future generation wireless networks.
Meanwhile, full-duplex (FD) transmission can potentially double
the spectral efficiency by allowing a node to receive and transmit
simultaneously. In this paper, we study a cache-aided FD system
via delivery time analysis and optimization. In the considered
system, an edge node (EN) operates in FD mode and serves users
via wireless channels. Two optimization problems are formulated
to minimize the largest delivery time based on the two popular
linear beamforming zero-forcing and minimum mean square
error designs. Since the formulated problems are non-convex
due to the self-interference at the EN, we propose two iterative optimization algorithms based on the inner approximation
method. The convergence of the proposed iterative algorithms
is analytically guaranteed. Finally, the impacts of caching and
the advantages of the FD system over the half-duplex (HD)
counterpart are demonstrated via numerical results.

Index terms— Edge caching, delivery time, full-duplex,
optimization.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Among potential enabling technologies to tackle with stringent latency and data hungry challenges in future wireless
networks, edge caching has received much attention. By
prefetching content closer to end users at the edge node’s local
storage, edge caching can significantly reduce transmission
latency and backhaul’s traffic since the edge node can directly
serve the users’ demands without requesting for data transfer
from the core network. [1]. Joint design for content caching
and physical layer has attracted much attention recently. The
main idea is to take into account the cached content at the
edge nodes when designing the signal transmission to reduce
costs on both access and backhaul links. Since some (parts
of) the requested files are available in the edge node’s cache,
proper design is required for content selection combined with
broad/multi-cast transmission design to improve the system
performance, including energy efficiency [2–4], throughputoutage tradeoff [5], and delivery time [6]. The performance
of cache-aided wireless networks can be further improved by
joint optimization of caching along with routing and resource
allocation [7].
Meanwhile, full-duplex (FD) has shown great potential as
the transmission technique for the next generation wireless
networks. Thanks to recent developments in self-interference
cancellation, FD can potentially double the spectral efficiency
by allowing a node to transmit and receive signals simultaneously [8]. The employment of FD systems with caching
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capability comes as a step forward to further improve the system performance. It is shown via stochastic geometry analysis
that a cache-aided FD system can positively provide cache
hit enhancements compared with the half-duplex (HD) mode
in heterogeneous networks (HetNets) [9] and device-to-device
(D2D) systems [10], [11]. The worse case normalized delivery
time (NDT) in HetNets is studied in [12] with FD relaying
nodes. However, the results in [12] are based on an optimistic
assumption that self-interference can be fully mitigated. In
practice, there always remains residual interference after the
self-interference cancellation [13], [14].
In this paper, we investigate the delivery time performance
of a cache-aided FD system by taking into consideration
realistic self-interference cancellation modelling. Our goal is to
minimize the average delivery time via joint precoding vectors
design for both backhaul and access links, which is fundamentally different from [9–11]. Two delivery time minimization
problems are formulated based on the two popular linear
beamforming zero-forcing (ZF) and minimum mean square
error (MMSE) designs. To cope with the non-convexity of
the formulated problems, two iterative optimization algorithms
are proposed based on the inner approximation method. The
convergence of the proposed iterative algorithms are analytically guaranteed. Finally, numerical results are presented to
demonstrate the advantages of the proposed algorithms over
the half-duplex system in certain scenarios.
Notation: (.)H , (.)T and (.)−1 denote Hermitian conjugate,
transpose, and inverse matrix operators, respectively.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
presents the system model and the caching strategies. Section II-B1 presents the delivery time optimization for the ZF
design. Section IV optimizes the delivery time based on the
MMSE design. Numerical results are shown in Section V.
Finally, Section VI provides conclusions and discussions.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL AND P ERFORMANCE M ETRIC
We consider a cache-aided FD system, in which an edge
node (EN) operates in FD mode and connects to the core
network via a wireless backhaul access point (WAP), e.g., high
power high tower or macro base station, as depicted in Fig. 1.
The K users can only access data from the EN via wireless
access channels, i.e., there is no direct link between the users
and the WAP. The WAP is assumed to have access to a library
of F contents, denoted by F = {f1 , . . . , fF }. Without loss
of generality, all content is assumed to have equal size of Q
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the requested file fdk are already available in the EN’s cache.
Thus, the WAP needs only send the 1 − µdk non-cached parts
of file fdk on the backhaul. Let s ∈ CL×1 denote the genetic
modulated signal of the file’s non-cached parts. The received
signal at the EN is given as
Wireless backhaul
access point (WAP)

y E = Gs + G0 x + nE ,
Cache-assisted
full-duplex EN

Fig. 1: Cache-aided full-duplex network. The edge node operates in full-duplex mode, while the users and backhaul wireless
access point operate in half-duplex mode. Self interference
occurs at the edge node.
bits. To leverage the backhaul during peak-hours, the EN is
equipped with a storage memory of M Q bits, where M < F .
A. Content popularity and caching model
We consider the most popular content popularity model,
i.e., the Zipf distribution. The probability for file fn being
requested is equal to
νn = Γ−1 n−ξ ,

(1)

PF

where Γ = m=1 m−ξ and ξ is the Zipf skewness factor.
We consider generic caching policy µ = [µ1 , . . . , µF ],
where 0 ≤ µn ≤ 1 denotes parts of file fn cached at the
EN. In
PForder to meet the memory constraint, it must hold
that
n=1 µn ≤ M . The motivation behind the generic
caching policy is that it allows to study different caching
strategies. For the most popular (Zipf-based) caching, we have
µZip = [1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0] with M first elements equal to 1.
B. Signal transmission model
Let L, N denote the number of antennas at the WAP and
the EN, respectively; G ∈ CN ×L denote the backhaul channel
fading coefficients, including the path loss, whose elements are
identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian
2
variables with zero mean and variance σbh
; and hk ∈ C1×N
denote the access channel fading coefficients between the
EN and user k, including the path loss, whose elements are
i.i.d. complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean
2
and variance σac
. Furthermore, denote G0 ∈ CN ×N as the
self-interference coefficients at the EN. Full channel state
information is assumed to be known at the transmitter.
1) Transmission on backhaul link: When a user requests a
content, it sends the content index to the EN. If (portions of)
the requested content is available in the cache, it serves the
user directly via the access channel. Otherwise, the EN will
demand the non-cached parts from the WAP via the wireless
backhaul before serving the user.
Denote d = [d1 , . . . , dK ] as the request file indexes from
the users. We consider the worst case when the users request
K different files1 . Under the caching policy µ, µdk portions of

(2)

where x is the EN’s transmit signal which will be described
in Section II-B2, the second term in (2) represents the selfinterference at the EN due to the FD transmission, and nE
is the noise vector whose elements are complex Gaussian
variables with zero mean and variance σ 2 .
In order to decode y E , the EN first eliminates the self
interference, since x is already known. After interference
cancellation, the residual interference power is ηPEN , where
2
PEN = k x k is the transmit power at the EN and η represents the interference cancellation efficiency. The common
value of η is between −40dB and −80dB depending on the
hardware and interference cancellation techniques [13], [14].
The achievable information rate on the backhaul link, by
treating the self-interference as noise, is given as


GΣs GH 
CBH =W log2 det I +
ηPEN + σ 2


XL̄
λl ql
=
W log2 1 +
,
l=1
ηPEN + σ 2

(3)

where W is the channel bandwidth, λl and L̄ ≤ min(L, N ) are
the l-th eigenvalue and the rank of matrix GH G, respectively;
ql is the power allocated for the l-th sub backhaul channel; and
Σs is the backhaul signal’s transmit power.
We employ the frequency division multiplexing access
(FDMA) to allocate the backhaul capacity for the user requests. The backhaul capacity for user k is


XL̄
λl ql
Ck =ρk CBH = ρk W
log2 1 +
, (4)
l=1
ηPEN + σ 2
where ρk = PKµ̄k µ̄ , with µ̄k , 1 − µdk .
k=1 k
2) Transmission on the access links: Let xk denote the
modulated signal
fdk targeting user k with average unit
Pof
K
power and x = k=1 wk xk denote the transmit signal at the
EN, where wk ∈ CN ×1 is the precoding vector for user k.
The received signal at user k from the EN is given as
X
yU,k = hk wk xk +
hk wi xi + nU,k ,
(5)
i6=k

where nU,k is the Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance
σ 2 . The first term in (5) is the desired signal for user k, and
the second term represents the interference from other users’
information. The achievable information rate for user k, by
treating interference as noise, is given as

|hk wk |2
.
2
2
i6=k |hk w i | + σ


Rk = W log2 1 + P

(6)
2

1 This

happens with high probability when K is small compared with F ,
which is usually true in practice.

total transmit power at the EN is PEN = k x k =
PThe
K
2
k
k=1 w k k .
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In this paper, we consider two popular linear precodings ZF
and MMSE due to their low computational complexity. The
unified expression for the linear precoder is as:
 √
pk h̃k , if ZF
,
(7)
wk =
√
pk h̆k , if MMSE
where pk is the power factor allocated for user k; h̃k is
the ZF beamforming vector, which is the k-th column of
the ZF precoding matrix H H (HH H )−1 ; and h̆k is the
MMSE beamforming vector, which is the k-th column of
the MMSE precoding matrix H H (σ 2 I + HH H )−1 , with
H = [hT1 , . . . , hTK ]T . In the following, we propose an optimization algorithm to minimize the delivery time under these
two precoding methods.
III. D ELIVERY TIME MINIMIZATION UNDER ZF

DESIGN

In this section, we propose an optimal power allocation to
minimize the delivery time based on the ZF beamforming.
Note that under the ZF design, we have hk h̃i = δki , i.e., the
inter-user interference is fully cancelled out. Therefore, the
achievable rate on the access link for user k is

pk 
(8)
RZF,k = W log2 1 + 2 ,
σ
PK
and the total transmit power at the EN is PEN = k=1 αk pk ,
where αk , k h̃k k2 .
The EN employs FastForward FD transmission [15], in
which the delay of the forward signal is within the cyclic
prefix (CP) duration. Therefore, the delivery time for the kQ
th user’s request is tk = RZF,k
subjected to a condition
that the EN’s buffer is not empty. Because µdk Q bits of the
requested file is already in the EN’s cache, this condition
reads Ck τ + µdk Q ≥ RZF,k τ for any τ ∈ [0, tk ]. Thus, this
constraint becomes Ck ≥ (1 − µdk )RZF,k = µ̄k RZF,k , where
µ̄k , 1 − µdk .
We would like to minimize the largest delivery time among
the users. The optimization problem is formulated as follows:
 Q
Q 
,...,
,
(9)
minimize max
RZF,1
RZF,K
{pk ,ql }
s.t. Ck ≥ µ̄k RZF,k , ∀k
(9a)
XK
XL̄
αk pk ≤ PΣEN ;
ql ≤ PΣBS , (9b)
k=1

l=1

where PΣBS and PΣEN are the maximum transmit power at the
WAP and the EN, respectively, and {pk , ql } is the short-hand
L̄
notation for the sets {pk }K
k=1 , {ql }l=1 .
By introducing an arbitrary positive variable t and using
the natural logarithm form for the rates, e.g., RZF,k =
log(1+pk /σ 2 )
, the problem (9) is equivalent to the following:
log(2)
minimize t
t,{pk ,ql }


pk  Q log(2)
s.t. log 1 + 2 ≥
, ∀k
σ
tW


XL̄
λl ql
ρk
log 1 + PK
l=1
η i=1 αi pi + σ 2

pk 
≥ µ̄k log 1 + 2 , ∀k
σ

(10)
(10a)

(10b)

XK
k=1

αk pk ≤ PΣEN ;

XL̄
l=1

ql ≤ PΣBS . (10c)

It is evident that problem 10 is non-convex due to constraint
(10b). To overcome this difficulty, we will express this constraint into a convex expression. Denote A , [ηα1 , . . . , ηαK ],
and p = [p1 , . . . , pK ]T as the compact form of the EN’s
transmit power vector. Then we can reformulate problem (10)
as follows:
minimize t

(11)

t,{pk ,ql }


pk  Q log(2)
, ∀k
(11a)
s.t. (10c); log 1 + 2 ≥
σ
tW
XL̄
ρk
log(Ap + λl ql + σ 2 )
(11b)
l=1 
pk 
≥ µ̄k log 1 + 2 + ρk L̄ log(Ap + σ 2 ), ∀k
σ
where the constraint (11b) is obtained since Ap+σ 2 is strictly
positive.
It is observed that problem (11) is non-convex since the second constraint is non-affine. By introducing arbitrary variables
{xk }K
k=1 and y, we can reformulate problem (11) as
minimize

t,{pk ,ql ,xk },y

t

(12)


pk  Q log(2)
, ∀k
(12a)
s.t. (10c); log 1 + 2 ≥
σ
tW
XL̄
ρk
log(Ap+λl ql +σ 2) ≥ µ̄k xk +ρk L̄y, ∀k (12b)
l=1

Ap + σ 2 ≤ ey ; 1 + pk /σ 2 ≤ exk , ∀k.

(12c)

Although constraints (12a) and (12b) are now convex, solving
problem (12) is still challenging since constraint (12c) is
unbounded. Fortunately, because the function ex is convex,
we can employ the inner approximation method, which uses
the first-order approximation of the exponential function in the
right hand side of constraint (12c). The approximated problem
is stated as follows:
Q1 (x0 ,y0 ) : minimize

t,{pk ,ql ,xk },y

t

(13)

s.t. (12a), (12b)
Ap + σ 2 ≤ ey0 (y − y0 + 1),
2

1 + pk /σ ≤ e

x0k

(xk − x0k + 1), ∀k,

(13a)
(13b)

where y0 , x0k are arbitrary accessible points, and x0 ,
[x0k ]K
k=1 .
We observe that problem (13) is convex since the objective
function and the constraints are convex. Thus, it can be solved
in polynomial time by standard solvers, e.g., CVX. Since
ex0 (x − x0 + 1) ≤ ex , ∀x0 , the approximated problem (13)
always gives a suboptimal solution of the original problem
(12).
We note that the optimal solution of problem (13) is largely
determined by the parameters {x0k }K
k=1 , y0 . Therefore, it is
important to choose these values such that the solution of (13)
is close to the optimal solution of (12). As such, we propose
an iterative optimization algorithm to improve the performance
of problem (13). The premise behind the proposed algorithm
is to better select parameters {x0k }K
k=1 , y0 through iterations.
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TABLE I: I TERATIVE A LGORITHM TO SOLVE (12)
1.
2.

[βk1 , βk2 , . . . , βkK ]. The problem (16) is equivalent to following problem:

Initialize x0 , {x0k }K
k=1 , y0 , , told and error.
While error >  do
2.1. Solve Q1 (x0 , y0 ) in (13) to obtain the optimal
values t? , p? , q ? , x? , y?
2.3. Compute error = |t? − told |
2.4. Update told = t? , x0 = x? , y0 = y?

min

t,{pk ,ql }

t

(17)

Qlog(2)
s.t. log(Ak p+σ 2 ) ≥
+log(Bk p+σ 2), ∀k
(17a)
tW
XL̄
ρk
log(ηβp + λl ql + σ 2 ) + µ̄k log(Bk p + σ 2 )
l=1

The steps of the proposed algorithm are presented in Table I.
The convergence of the proposed algorithm is given in the
below proposition.
Proposition 1: The objective function of problem Q1 (x0 ,
{x0k }K
k=1 , y0 ) in (13) solved by the iterative algorithm in
Table I decreases by iterations.
The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix A. Although Proposition 1 does not prove the optimality of the
approximated problem (13), it justifies the convergence of the
proposed iterative optimal algorithm.

≥ µ̄k log(Ak p + σ 2 ) + ρk L̄ log(ηβp + σ 2 ), ∀k (17b)
XL̄
βp ≤ PΣEN ;
ql ≤ PΣBS ,
(17c)
l=1

where p , [p1 , . . . , pK ]T .
We observe that problem (17) is non-convex due to the
constraints (17a) and (17b). In order to leverage the nonconvexity of these constraints, we introduce arbitrary positive
variables {xk , yk }K
k=1 and z, and reformulate the problem (17)
as follows:
t

min

t,{pk ,ql ,xk ,yk },z

IV. D ELIVERY TIME MINIMIZATION UNDER MMSE
DESIGN

Despite the low computational complexity, the ZF-based
design might result in a poor performance in some weak
channel conditions. To deal with such situations, we propose
an optimal power control based on the MMSE beamforming.
The precoding vector in this case is given in (7). Denote
βki = |hk h̆i |2 , ∀i, k as the interference factor caused to user
k from user i’ beamforming vector, and let β̄k =k h̆k k2 . The
achievable information of the access link for user k under the
MMSE design is


βkk pk
,
(14)
RM SE,k = W log2 1 + P
2
i6=k βki pi + σ
PK
and the total transmit power at the EN is PEN = k=1 β̄k pk .
The minimization problem of the largest delivery time under
the MMSE design is stated as follows:

 Q
Q
,...,
,
(15)
minimize max
RM SE,1
RM SE,K
{pk ,ql }
s.t. Ck ≥ µ̄k RM SE,k , ∀k
(15a)
XK
XL̄
β̄k pk ≤ PΣEN ;
ql ≤ PΣBS . (15b)
k=1

l=1

(16)

t,{pk ,ql }

 Q log(2)
βkk pk
≥
, ∀k
2
tW
i6=k βki pi + σ


XL̄
λl ql
ρk
log 1 + PK
l=1
η k=1 β̄k pk + σ 2


βkk pk
≥ µ̄k log 1 + P
, ∀k
2
i6=k βki pi + σ
XK
XL̄
β̄k pk ≤ PΣEN ;
ql ≤ PΣBS .


s.t. log 1 + P

k=1

l=1

Q log(2)
+ yk , ∀k
(18a)
s.t. (17c); log(Ak p + σ 2 ) ≥
tW
XL̄
ρk
log(ηβp + λl ql + σ 2 ) + µ̄k log(Bk p + σ 2 )
l=1

≥ µ̄k xk + ρk L̄z, ∀k (18b)
Ak p + σ 2 ≤ exk , Bk p + σ 2 ≤ eyk , ∀k
2

z

ηβp + σ ≤ e .

(16a)

(16b)
(16c)

Next, we define following parameters: β = [β̄1 , . . . , β̄K ],
Bk = [βk1 , . . . , βk(k−1) , 0, βk(k+1) , . . . , βkK ], and Ak =

(18c)
(18d)

Although the constraints (17a) and (17b) have been transformed into convex expressions, the new constraints (18c)
and (18d) make problem (18) difficult to be solved optimally.
Instead, we seek for a sub-optimal solution by using the inner
approximations of these constraints. Similar to the previous
section, we employ the first-order approximation of the exponential function in constraints (18c), (18d). In particular, let
K
x0 , {x0k }K
k=1 , y 0 , {y0k }k=1 , z0 be arbitrary accessible
points, we can approximate problem (18) as follows:
Q2 (x0 ,y 0 , z0 ) :

min

t,{pk ,ql ,xk ,yk },z

t

(19)

s.t. 18a, 18b
Ak p + σ 2 ≤ ex0k (xk − x0k + 1), ∀k
2

By using (14) and introducing a new variable t, problem (15)
can be reformulated as follows:
minimize t

(18)

Bk p + σ ≤ e

y0k

(yk − y0k + 1), ∀k,

ηβp + σ 2 ≤ ez0 (z − z0 + 1).

(19a)
(19b)
(19c)

For a known feasible set {x0k , y0k }K
k=1 , z0 , it is straightforward to verify the convexity of problem (19), since the
objective function and the constraints are convex. Therefore,
it can be solved in an efficient manner by standard solvers,
e.g., CVX. Because eȳk (yk − ȳk + 1) ≤ eyk , ∀ȳk , the resorted
problem (19) gives a suboptimal solution of problem (18).
It is important to note that the optimal solution of problem
(19) relies on parameters {x0k , y0k }K
k=1 and z0 . This raises a
question that how to choose the values {x0k , y0k }K
k=1 and z0
such (19) gives a solution as close as to the optimal solution of
(18). To achieve this goal, we propose an iterative optimization
algorithm to improve the performance of problem (19), whose
steps are listed in Table II.
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TABLE II: I TERATIVE A LGORITHM TO SOLVE (18)
4.5

2.

K
Initialize x0 , {x0k }K
k=1 , y 0 , {y0k }k=1 , z0 , , told
and error.
While error >  do
2.1. Solve Q2 (x0 , y 0 , z0 ) in (19) to obtain the optimal
values t? , p? , q ? , x? , y ? , z?
2.3. Compute error = |t? − told |
2.4. Update told = t? , x0 = x? , y 0 = y ? , z0 = z? .

Proposition 2: The objective function of problem
Q2 (x0 , y 0 , z0 ) in (19) solved by the iterative algorithm in
Table II decreases by iterations.
The proof of Proposition 2 is omitted due to the space
limitation, but can be found by using similar arguments as
in Proposition 1. It is evident from Proposition 2 that the
proposed optimization algorithm closes the gap between the
approximated problem and the original problem as the number
of iterations increases.

FD - ZF
FD - MMSE
HD - ZF
HD - MMSE

4

Average Delivery Time (seconds)

1.

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5
0.1

1

2

5

10

WAP's transmit power (W)

Fig. 2: Average delivery time of the cache-aided FD compared
with the HD scheme v.s. the WAP’s transmit power. M =
0.3F , PΣEN = 5 W.

4

This section presents numerical results to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed optimization algorithms.
The wireless channels are subject to Rayleigh fading. The
pathloss on the backhaul and access channels are equal to
2
2
= −50dB, respectively. Otherwise
σbh
= −60dB and σac
mentioned, the self-interference cancellation efficiency is equal
to η = −70dB [14]. Other parameters are as follows: L =
N = K = 4, σ 2 = −80 dBW, F = 100, Q = 100Mb,
and W = 10MHz. The simulation results are calculated based
on total 10000 random requests equally distributed over 100
channel realizations. The user requests are assumed to follow
the Zipf distribution with the skewness factor ξ = 0.8. The
Zipf-based caching policy is used, in which the most M
popular files are prefetched in the EN’s cache. The proposed
cache-aided FD scheme is compared with the conventional HD
counterpart, in which the backhaul and access transmission
occur in two consecutive time slots. Therefore, the total
delivery time in the HD mode is the summation of the delivery
time on the backhaul link and on the access link. The delivery
time of the HD mode is computed by the standard max-min
design [3].
Fig. 2 plots the delivery time as a function of the WAP’s
transmit power, PΣBS , with M = 0.3F and PΣEN = 5W.
Two linear designs, i.e., ZF and MMSE, are shown for both
FD and HD schemes. It is observed from the figure that
the cache-aided FD significantly reduces the delivery time
compared with the half-duplex system. At the WAP’s transmit
power equal to 5W, a reduction of 25% is obtained by the
FD scheme with both the precoding designs. Compared with
the ZF, the MMSE design obtains a 10% less in the delivery
time in the observed WAP’s power values. This is because the
MMSE performs power allocation more effectively than the
ZF in some weak conditions when the channel matrix is low
rank. It is also observed that large values of PΣBS will have
less impacts on the delivery time. In this case, increasing the
WAP’s transmit power does not lead to zero delivery time,
since it is limited by the access link for a finite PΣEN .

Average Delivery Time (seconds)

V. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION

FD - ZF
FD - MMSE
HD - ZF
HD - MMSE

3.5

3

2.5

2

1.5
0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Normalized cache size

Fig. 3: Average delivery time v.s. the normalized cache size
M
BS
= 1W and PΣEN = 5W.
F . PΣ

Fig. 3 presents the average delivery time versus the normalized cache size, the ratio between the cache size M
and the library size F , i.e., M
F . Larger cache size values
result in smaller delivery times in all schemes. The benefit
of caching can be also interpreted as a means of trading
memory for power: the delivery time with a large transmit
power (PΣBS = 10W, M = 0.3F in Fig. 2) can also be
achieved with a smaller transmit power and a larger cache size
(PΣBS = 1W, M = 0.7F in Fig. 3). Furthermore, the relative
gain of the FD system over the HD scheme diminishes as the
cache size increases. In such situations, it is highly probable
that the requested file is already available at the EN’s cache,
thus there is less traffic on the backhaul. Note that having all
the files cached does not result in zero delivery time due to
the access link bottle neck.
Fig. 4 plots the delivery time versus the self-interference
cancellation efficiency η. Obviously, the delivery time of the
HD system is independent from the cancellation efficiency
since there is not self interference in this transmission mode. It
is shown that the FD system outperforms the HD mode in the
small values of η. When the performance of the interference
cancellation degrades, there is a crossing point between the FD
and HD curves since the FD mode is limited by the residual
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(i+1)

Average Delivery Time (seconds)
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FD - MMSE
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Fig. 4: Average delivery time v.s. the self-interference cancellation efficiency η. M = 0.3F , PΣBS = 10W, and PΣEN = 5W.
interference. This result provides a guideline to determine the
transmission mode when designing the cache-aided system.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the performance of a
cache-aided full-duplex system via delivery time analysis and
optimization. Two optimization problems are formulated to
minimize the average delivery time under the two linear zeroforcing and minimum mean square error precoding designs. To
cope with the non-convexity of the formulated problems, we
proposed two iterative optimization algorithms based on the
inner approximation method. We demonstrate via numerical
results the effectiveness of the cache-aided full-duplex system
over the half-duplex counterpart.
The outcome of this work proves the benefits of the considered cache-aided FD system and motivates future study
of cache-aided FD networks. One potential subject is the
investigation on general (non-linear) precoding design, which
requires the optimization of both direction and power of the
beamforming vectors.
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A PPENDIX A
P ROOF OF P ROPOSITION 1
(i)
(i) (i) 
(i)
(i)
Denote t? , p? , q ? , x? , y? as the optimal solution of
(i) (i)
(i)
(i)
Q(x0 , y0 ) at iteration i. We will show that if x?k < x0k , ∀k
(i)
(i)
(i+1)
(i) (i+1)
(i)
= y? in
and y? > y0 , then by using x0k = x?k , y0
(i+1)
(i)
the (i + 1)-th iteration, we will have t?
< t? . Indeed, by
(1)
choosing a relatively large initial value {x0 }K
k=1 and small
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
value y0 , we always have x?k < x0k , ∀k and y? > y0 .
a
Denote f1 (x; a) = e (x − a + 1) as the first order approxi(i)
mation of the ex function at a. By using x? at the (i + 1)-th
(i+1)
(i)
(i)
iteration, we have x0k
= x?k , ∀k. Therefore, f1 (x; x?k )
is used in the right-hand side of constraint (13b). Consider

(i+1)

(i+1)

a candidate x(i+1) = {x1
, . . . , xK } with xk
∈
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(x̂k , x?k ), where x̂k = x?k − 1 + ex0k −x?k (x?k − x0k + 1).
(i+1)
(i)
(i+1)
(i)
It is evident that xk
< x?k and f1 (xk
; x?k ) >
(i)
(i)
f1 (x?k ; x0k ), ∀k. In addition, consider a candidate y (i+1) =
(i)
(i)
(i+1)
y? + δy, with δy <= mink {µ̄k (x?k − xk
)}. Obviously,
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i+1)
f1 (y
; y? ) > f1 (y? ; y0 ) due to the convexity of ey
function.
(i+1)
(i)
(i)
(i)
Because f1 (xk
; x?k )
>
f1 (x?k ; x0k ), ∀k and
(i)
(i) (i)
f1 (y (i+1) ; y? ) > f1 (y? ; y0 ), the strictly inequality
holds in constraints (13a) and (13b). Thus, there exits
(i+1)
(i)
(i)
pk
> p?k and t(i+1) < t? which satisfies constraints
(12a), (13a) and (13b). Now consider
a new candidate set


(i)
t(i+1) , p(i+1) , q ? , x(i+1) , y (i+1) . This set satisfies all
(i)

(i)

the constraints of problem Q(x? , y ? ), and therefore is a
feasible solution of the optimization problem. As the result,
(i+1)
the optimal solution at the (i + 1)-th iteration, t?
, must
(i+1)
(i)
satisfy t?
≤ t(i+1) < t? , which completes the proof of
Proposition 1.
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